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A seaport is awarded in a Demsetz auction to the operator bidding the
lowest cargo-handling fee. The competitive auction is irrelevant if the
port operator integrates into shipping and sabotages competitors, thus
providing a motive for a ban on vertical integration. The paper shows
that such a ban increases welfare evenwhen underhand agreements with
shippers are possible. For this result to attain, the auction must be
combined with a sufficiently high floor on the cargo-handling fee that
operators can bid in the auction. With no floor, a Demsetz auction is
worse than an unregulated bottleneck monopoly.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of seaport facilities have been awarded in Demsetz
auctions to the operator bidding the lowest cargo-handling fee.1,2 A major
concern is that the port operator may integrate into shipping and sabotage
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1 See Trujillo and Nombela [2000] for a description of port operations.
2 Sometimes this is known as ‘competition for the field’ (instead of competition in the field)

and goes back at least to Chadwick [1859]. Demsetz [1968] showed that this simultaneously
achieves ex post rent extraction and second-best efficient pricing (yet seeWilliamson [1985] for
a critique). These so called Demsetz auctions have become particularly popular in developing
countries, where regulatory institutions are relatively weak.



competitors, thereby rendering the competitive auction irrelevant.3 The
standard policy recommendation to mitigate this problem is to ban the
seaport fromoperating in the shippingmarket.Yet such aprohibition canbe
useless if the port operator circumvents it with an (illegal) underhand
agreement with a shipper.4 In this paper we show that a ban on vertical
integration, even when underhand agreements are possible, increases
welfare if combined with a (sufficiently high) floor on the cargo-handling
fee that operators can bid in the auction. In the absence of such a floor,
however, a Demsetz auction is worse than having no regulation of the
bottleneck monopoly.
In our model the port franchise is awarded in a competitive Demsetz

auction. Identical port operators bid both a cargo-handling fee and an up-
front payment to the government. The operator bidding the lowest fee wins,
but the bid cannot be lower than the floor set by the government. If two or
more operators are tied, the port franchise is awarded to the operator that
offered the highest up-front payment.5

Once in operation, the franchise holder may choose to participate only in
the port business; or to vertically integrate into shipping, driving competitors
out of business. Vertical integration is inefficient because a monopoly
bottleneck that can sabotage competitors is not subject to competitive
pressure in the shipping market, which leads to productive inefficiency.6

Furthermore, and this is central for the paper, banning vertical integration
adds to the inefficiency.To see this, note thatwhen integration is legal the port
and the shipper become one company, and profits are jointly maximized. By
contrast, an underhand agreement involves two separate companies, each
maximizing profits individually. Thus, conflicts of interest, which lead to
incentive-compatibility constraints, introduceadditional inefficiencies.These
conflicts of interest may be motivated in many ways. One possibility is the

3 Sabotage by the port can dissuade non-integrated shippers from using a franchised port.
First, by sabotaging the transfer of cargo transportedby the non-integrated shipper, companies
that need to send cargo through the port may prefer to use the integrated shipper. Second, by
slowing the loading and unloading process and bymanipulation of the procedure for awarding
slots in the port to arriving ships, it can increase the capital and operational costs for the non-
integrated shipper.

4Underhand agreements are difficult to police even in developed countries. In developing
countries, where resources are scarce, the problem is worse, especially since the companies
involved can lobby strongly against any investigation.

5 If the draw persists, the winner is selected by lot.
6On the other hand, there are industries in which vertical integration can result in

coordination efficiencies. We do not consider this case, because we are interested in vertical
integration whose main purpose is to obtain rents by monopolizing the downstream market.
Moreover, Bustos and Galetovic [2003] (Result 3.10) show that as long as economies of scope
are not too strong and the vertically integrated affiliate coexists with firms in the downstream
market, the incentive to sabotage grows with the intensity of scale economies. Of course, an
affiliate that enjoys economies of scope that are large enough to exclude competitors by
charging themonopoly pricewould never sabotage.Nevertheless, Bustos andGaletovic [2003],
Table I show that this requires implausible cost advantages.
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inability of making legally binding underhand agreements, which makes it
easy to expropriate specific investments. Another is to incorporate
heterogeneous and unobservable costs of shipping firms. The seaport must
then pay an information rent and distort production to have the shipper
reveal her costs. Finally, an illegal agreement may eventually be detected and
punished by regulators.7

To understand the key roles played by the floor and profit gaps note that
the government can set that floor in the auction between zero and the cargo
handling fee that allows the port to fully exploitmonopoly power;we refer to
the latter as the monopoly fee. Now, whatever the floor set by the
government, the winning fee will equal this floor, since the winner can
always choose (legal or illegal) vertical integration and make positive
profits by monopolizing the shipping market. It follows that rents
are always dissipated via the upfront payment to the government, which
equals the maximum expected profits under either integration or
separation.
More important, ex post market structure is determined by the floor. If

the floor is sufficiently high (e.g., equal to the monopoly fee), the port
chooses a competitive shipping market, because it extracts all rents from
efficient shippers, avoiding the inefficiencies of vertical integration. By
contrast, when the floor is low (e.g., below the port’s average cost), the port
chooses integration, because monopolizing the downstreammarket is more
profitable.
One implication of the inefficiency of vertical integration is that welfare is

higher with an unregulatedmonopolist thanwith aDemsetz auctionwith no
floor (or, more generally, with a low floor). In both cases, pricing is distorted
because the downstreammarket ismonopolized, but a sufficiently high floor
(e.g., equal to themonopoly fee) leads to a competitive shippingmarket, thus
avoiding the inefficiencies of vertical integration.
Since profits fall with the fee as long as the port chooses separation, there

exists a threshold fee such that the operator prefers separation if the floor is
set above, whereas it chooses vertical integration if it is set below. And since
profits under integration are lowerwhen such anarrangement is banned, this
threshold fee is lower (and closer to average costs) in this case. It is now easy
to see that setting the floor equal to the threshold fee is socially optimal, since
welfare is always higher with separation and increases as the floor falls, as
long as the operator prefers separation. Moreover, since we assume that
profits under illegal integration are lower than under legal integration, it
follows that banning vertical integration reduces the threshold and therefore
increases welfare.

7Of course, if punishments are high enough or if the probability of detection is high,
underhand agreements would not be a concern.
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Central to our result is the assumption that profits for a monopoly port
operator with a competitive downstream shipping market are higher than
under (legal) vertical integration, which in turn are higher than profits with
illegal integration.
Our results apply beyond seaports, to any industry where a potentially

competitive segment requires the services provided by natural monopoly
bottlenecks (also called essential facilities). For example, electricity
transmission and distribution are essential facilities for competitive power
generators and suppliers; so is the last mile in telecoms for competitive
internet service providers or long distance carriers; and airports for
transportation companies. For expositional convenience, we talk about
‘seaports’ when we mean the bottleneck monopoly, ‘shipping companies’
when we have in mind the downstream market and ‘cargo-handling fee’ (or
simply ‘fee’) for the marginal charge on the use of the bottleneck monopoly.
Our paper is related to the literature on monopoly regulation via

franchising whichwas pioneered byChadwick, [1859] andDemsetz, [1968].8

We contribute to this literature by studying the interaction between a
Demsetz auction and downstream ex-postmarket structure, allowing for the
possibility of underhand vertical agreements. We show that departing from
second-best pricing and leaving ex post rents in the pockets of the
monopolist can be welfare increasing when competition in the auction
affects downstream market structure.9 Moreover, ex post rents need not
conflict with full ex ante rent extraction.
Our paper is also related to Vickers, [1995] who studied vertical

integration by a monopoly optimally regulated à la Baron and Myerson,
[1982] into an industry with symmetric firms under Cournot competition
(see also Lee and Hamilton, [1999]). We differ from Vickers in that in our
model themonopoly is regulated by aDemsetz auction.Moreover, firms are
asymmetric in the downstream market, which enables us to consider the
selection role of competition.10

Finally, our paper is also related to the literature on vertical integration
and sabotage with a regulated bottleneck monopoly, which was recently
surveyed by Mandy (2000).11 We go beyond that literature by allowing for
the possibility of underhand vertical agreements when vertical integration is

8 See also Stigler [1968], Posner [1972], Williamson [1976], Riordan and Sappington [1987],
Spulber [1989] ch. 9, Laffont and Tirole [1993] ch. 7 and 8, Harstad and Crew [1999] and Engel
et al. [2001].

9 See Laffont and Tirole [2000], page 177, for the analogous case in which downstream
competitors would prefer to insist on an access price floor to avoid exclusion.

10Note also that Laffont and Tirole [2000] chap. 4 provide a complete analysis of regulation
under the standard models of one-way access to a bottleneck monopoly.

11 See, for example, Economides [1998], Economides [1999], Kondaurova and Weisman
[2003], Reiffen [1998], Sibley andWeisman [1998],Weisman [1995],Weisman andKang [2000].
On sabotage in general see Salop and Scheffman [1983].
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proscribed. As in Beard et al., [2001] and Bustos and Galetovic, [2003], we
find that small margins in the regulated segment stimulate sabotage and
vertical integration. Somewhat in contrast to that literature, we find that
when a Demsetz auction is used to regulate the bottleneck monopoly,
vertical integration and sabotage are unambiguously welfare decreasing
when the regulator sets no price floor. The reason is that competition in the
auction necessarily drives the bottleneck monopoly’s margin to zero when
profitable monopolization via sabotage is an option, making it unattractive
to sell to efficient downstream firms.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes the recent

seaport auctions in Chile. This case study motivates some of our
assumptions and provides an application of the model. Section III sets up
the model and specifies the timeline and the types of vertical structures that
we compare. In section IV we compare profits and welfare under the
different vertical structures. Section V describes twomodels in which profits
are lower under underhand vertical integration than when vertical
integration is allowed. It also includes the multiperiod extension of the
model. Section VI describes the conclusions of the paper. Finally, Section
VII is an epilogue describing the results of the auctions for seaports in Chile,
which turned out to be broadly consistent with the predictions of the model.

II. THE CHILEAN SEAPORT AUCTIONS12

Chile is a country isolated from its neighbors by deserts and mountain
ranges. Hence the importance of sea-borne trade, which represents a large
fraction of its GDP. The Chilean coastline, while long, offers few sites at
which ports canbe built, especially close to themain economic center around
Santiago. There are no navigable rivers where estuarine ports can be
established with calm waters. For this reason, ports require large sunk
investments in breakwaters. Consequently, there are only two substantial
ports, San Antonio and Valparaı́so for general cargo (as opposed to bulk
cargo) that are close to Santiago.13

It is important to note that once the investments in breakwaters and docks
are sunk for a general cargo port, capacity can be increased quite dram-
atically by adding equipment, without the need to increase the length of the
docks or the size of the breakwaters. This means that once a port of this type

12 See Foxley and Mardones [2000] for a description of the Chilean seaport auctions.
13 Bulk cargo ports are used for mineral cargo, liquids and grains. They normally do not

require large infrastructure investments and in some cases they simply consist of a flexible
pipelinewith a buoyat the end.The ship at anchor connects its ownpipe to the port pipeline and
unloads or loads liquids. General cargo is usually shipped in containers, and efficient loading
and unloading of containers requires specialized gantry cranes sited on the stable platform of a
dock. Moreover, ships should be stationary, and this requires calm seas, protected by
breakwaters.
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is built, there are no incentives to build additional general cargo ports in the
neighborhood–at least until trade increases sufficiently–and within a range
of demand it is an essential facility for the transport of cargo.14

Traditionally, Chilean general cargo ports had been state owned, but in
1981, in response to the inefficiencies of state management, the government
allowed private firms to unload, store and customs process cargo.
Productivity improved substantially under the new regime. Nevertheless,
by the mid-nineties, the two main Chilean ports had become congested and
the government began to look for alternatives to public funding of additional
infrastructure. A comparison with efficient ports in other countries showed
that in efficient ports, shipping berths were operated by a single operator.15

After consulting with experts, the government concluded that further
productivity improvements could be achieved only if within each port, a
shipping berth was operated by a single firm, which would internalize the
benefits of investing in large-scale specialized gantry cranes, of improving the
coordination of activities within each port and of investing in other activities
with important externalities.16The government expected that efficiency gains
could at least double the capacity of the ports without any further
investments in basic infrastructure.
To ensure that productivity improvements would benefit users, the

government designed a competitive auction to award the ports to the firms
bidding the lowest cargo handling fee. Nevertheless, regulators feared that if
shipping companies won the auction, they would monopolize the port by
favoring their own operations and lowering the service quality received by
competitors.TheadvantagesofDemsetz auctionswouldbe lost in theprocess.
Even though the regulator sets minimumquality standards, these are difficult
tomonitor and enforce under theChilean regulatory and legal system. Thus it
is unlikely that quality standards would help avoid monopolization.
This analysis led to restrictions on horizontal and vertical integration that

were supposed to preventmonopolization. First, theAntitrust Commission,
at the request of the government, established that no single firm could
operate both ports. Second, shipping companies could own not more than

14 There are two ports in the neighborhood of Santiago because the government developed
them in the earlyXXth century,without doing a serious cost-benefit analysis of the need for two
ports.On the other hand, these are small ports by international standards and if therewere only
one of them, it would be congested–or very close to congestion–even with the best equipment.
For engineering reasons, expansion of the breakwaters in order to increase the docking area of
these two ports is uneconomic.

15A shipping berth or terminal is a self-contained section of a port which comprises docking
sites, space for equipment, cargomovements and short term storage, andwhichhas goodaccess
routes.

16 The two main ports each had two shipping berths. Only the berth in good shape was
concessioned. In the remainder of the paper, we shall denote ports for the shipping berths that
were concessioned.
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40% of a port operators’ equity.17 In addition, the government fixed a floor
for the cargo handling fee. If two ormore firmswere to bid the floor fee in the
auction, the port would be awarded to the firm that offered the highest lump
sum payment.18 The volumes transferred by the two ports are given in Table
I and show that both ports are roughly similar in size (except in bulk cargo,
which represents a large fraction of cargo at San Antonio).
The main Chilean shipping and stevedore companies challenged the

restrictions to vertical and horizontal integration in court. They argued that
the restrictions would favor foreign operators; and, moreover, that
restrictions would be ineffective or unnecessary because a vertically-
separated port could easily replicate the integrated outcome by granting a
monopoly to one shipping company in exchange for underhand payments.
Wewill examine these arguments below. In addition, these firms argued that
the two main ports (Valparaı́so and San Antonio) are less than 60 miles
away, and they compete with each other, so there was no danger from
monopolization of either port. Note however that without additional
investments in equipment, ports have a limited ability to increase capacity
for extended periods of time. Moreover, the installation of cranes and other
equipment takes time and is observable. This implies that the ability to
compete in prices is limited in the short run and means that the firm’s
arguments were not sustainable.

III. THEMODEL

Demand and Costs The inverse demand for shipping and handling cargo is
p5D(q), withD0 o 0, where q is the total quantity of cargo handled and p is

Table I

Port volumes (2001)

TEUS1 Tons (thousands)

San Antonio2 413,900 8,852
Valpararı́so 291,403 4,469

Source http://www.eclac.cl/transporte/perfil/.
1Twenty foot equivalent units (standard containers).
2Cargo for San Antonio includes bulk cargo transferred through an independent terminal.

17 These restrictions applied to relevant shipping companies, that is, those that carry more
than 25% of the cargo transferred in the region during the previous year (regions are an
administrative division of Chile). It is also worth noting that this is a prospective rule, in the
sense that it must hold during the life of the franchise. See Foxley and Mardones (2000) for
more details.

18 The floor was fixed so as to cover the rental value of capital invested in the preexisting
infrastructure of the port (breakwaters, esplanades, etc). The argument of the regulator was
that a lower fee would have prevented the entry of new ports, since they would be unable to
compete with franchised ports that need not cover returns on preexisting infrastructure.
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the price paid by users to shipping companies. We assume that p pays both
for shipping and handling a unit of cargo by the port; that is, users pay p to
the shipping company, and the shipping company pays the cargo-handling
fee to the port (Table II summarizes the notation).

Shipping firms that operate with a port are said to bematched to the port.
A match may be successful, in which case shipping costs are low, or the
match may be unsuccessful, in which case shipping costs are high. Before
starting operations with a port under newmanagement, the shippers do not
know the quality of their match. There is a continuumof shipping firms, and
we assume that in the case of good matches, there is a constant average cost
of transporting a unit of cargo equal to s‘ with probability l and sh> s‘ with
probability 1� l. Similarly, in the case of a match that escalates into a legal
vertical integration arrangement between the port and the shipper, shipping
costs are s‘ with probability l and sh with probability 1� l.

The port’s average cost of handling a unit of cargo is constant and equal to
c and the fee charged for handling a unit of cargo is w. We will assume that
the port is able to sabotage – i.e., lower quality to – competitors enough to
price any specific shipping company out of the market. There are many
identical and risk-neutral potential port operators.

Time line. The time line is as follows:

1. The regulator sets a floor w for the fee per unit of cargo.

Table II

The notation usedthroughout the paper is the following

SYMBOLS

D(q): inverse demand for shipping
q(p): demand for shipping
q: cargo handled
p: price paid by users
c: constant average cost of port operations
s: shipping company’s marginal cost
l: fraction of low-cost shipping companies
A: fixed fee paid by shipping company with underhand agreement
r: per-unit fee paid by shipping company with underhand agreement
P: port plus shipping profits
pu: port profits with underhand agreement
pi: port profits with legal vertical integration
pc: port profits with competition
W: welfare
w: open cargo handling fee per unit

SUB AND SUPERSCRIPTS
u: outcomes with an underhand agreement
i: outcomes with a vertically integrated monopoly
c: competition
‘: low cost
h: high cost
m: monopoly port
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2. Each bidder i5 1, . . . , n submits a bid (wi, Gi)AIRþ
2 , where G is an

up-front payment to the government.
3. If minjwj4w, the port is awarded to the firm bidding minjwj. If

minjwj4w the port is awarded, among the firms that bidw or less, to
the one that offers the largest Gj.

4. The port either chooses:

a.Aperfectly competitive shippingmarketandchargesminjwjperunit
of cargo handled. Call this course of actionC (for ‘competition’).

b. If vertical integration is legal, vertically integrating into shipping.
Call this course of action I (for ‘integration’).

c. If vertical integration is illegal, anunderhandvertical agreementwith
a randomly chosen shipping company, agreeing to a profit sharing
scheme (see section 5).Call this course of actionU (for ‘underhand’).

5. If the port chooses C then:

a. Shipping cost s is revealed to each shipper.
b. Shippers compete.

6. If the port chooses I then:

a. Shipping cost s is revealed to the port.
b. The port sabotages competitors.
c. The integrated company maximizes profits.

7. If the port chooses U then:

a. Shipping cost s is revealed to the shipper.
b. The port sabotages competitors.
c. Profit sharing is implemented and the game ends.

Vertical integration and efficiency Assumenowthat theportchoosesC, that is,
it allows shipping to be perfectly competitive. Then, the following result follows:

Result 1. If the shipping market is perfectly competitive, then

ð1Þ p ¼ s‘ þ w � pcðwÞ

Under competition, low-cost shippers drive high-cost shippers out of business.
Thus, the cost of shipping a unit of cargo is s ¼ s‘ and the shipping market
achieves productive efficiency. The marginal cost faced by each shipper when
using the port, w, is fully passed on to users. Thus, if the port is not regulated, it
will set w to exploit market power and there will be an allocative inefficiency.
If the port chooses I and vertically integrates into shipping, it will sabotage

competitors and monopolize the shipping market. In addition, its cost is high
with probability 1� l. Hence,

Result 2. Vertical integration causes a productive inefficiency.

If vertical integration is banned, and the port establishes an underhand
vertical agreementUwith a shipper, it may also be matched to an inefficient
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shipper. In addition to the productive inefficiency, the agreement with the
shipper must be self enforcing. As is well known, incentive-compatibility
constraints generally introduce further inefficiencies. Wemodel two sources
of such inefficiencies in section V.

It could be argued that the productive inefficiency of vertical integration
and underhand agreements is a construct of our model because s is learnt
only after the port integrates into shipping or closes the underhand vertical
agreement. If, on the other hand, shippers knew their costs before starting
operations, the port could auction the right to become themonopoly shipper
and a low-cost shipper would be selected.

Nevertheless, we believe that our assumption is warranted for at least
three reasons. First, exclusion via sabotage is usually illegal, independently
of the legality of vertical integration. This makes schemes that involve many
parties, such as auctions, less attractive because losers in the auction could
blow thewhistle about sabotage or the underhand agreement. Second, in the
real world, a significant number of mergers eventually fail, which suggests
that parties do not necessarily know beforehand whether there will be any
efficiency gains from the joint operation of the firms. A third and related
reason is that our model is an approximation to the case when shippers are
unsure about the fit between their equipment and operational procedures
and those of the port, and they learn about the quality of their match after
they start operations.19

In section V we present a multiperiod extension of the model where the
port can discard an inefficient match with a shipper after an exogenous time
interval in order to try another match. This extension includes a tradeoff
between the possibility of achieving a bad match and having to wait–
incurring the cost of a bad match–until the port can switch shippers and
choosing to operate the port with a competitive shipping market.

Vertical Structures For future reference it is thus useful to distinguish four
possible vertical structures:

Unregulated portmonopolywith vertical separation:The port is free to choose
its fee and does not integrate into the shipping market. There is perfect
competition among shipping companies and efficient shippers ðs ¼ s‘Þ drive
inefficient ones out of business.
Regulatedmonopoly with vertical separation:The port charges the tariff it bid
in the auction (w) and does not integrate into the shipping market. There is
perfect competition among shipping companies.
Legal vertical integration: The port legally integrates into shipping and runs
port and shipping to maximize joint profits. It sabotages competitors and
monopolizes shipping.

19We thank the editor for suggesting this argument.
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Underhand vertical agreement: Vertical integration is banned but the port
establishes an underhand agreement with a randomly chosen shipping
company. Thus the port and the shipper remain independent and there is no
joint profit maximization. The port sabotages competitors and the shipper
monopolizes the market.

IV. AUCTION DESIGN

Asusual, it is convenient to solve the game by backwards induction. Thuswe
first take the cargo handling fee w determined in the auction as given and
study the possible downstream market structure that can be chosen by the
port. Then we study which auction maximizes social welfare.

IV(i). Ex Post Market Structure and Welfare

Assume that the outcome of the auction is fee w. We begin by analyzing the
port’s decision and the ensuingmarket structure. Next we analyze aggregate
welfare in each case.

Market structure To begin, consider profits if the port chooses C, a
competitive shipping market. Then the total quantity of cargo handled will
be qc � q(pc) (where q(p) denotes the demand function, i.e., D� 1(p) in the
notation of Section 3) and the port will make profits equal to

ð2Þ pcðwÞ � ðw� cÞqðs‘ þ wÞ:

The thin concave curve in Figure 1 graphs port profits pc as a function of the
cargo handling fee w, when the port chooses a competitive shipping market.
Profits peak when w ¼ pm‘ � s‘ � wm, the fee that would be set by an
unregulatedmonopoly. The thick curve graphs expected profits as a function
of w if the port optimally chooses between C and U. Port profits with an
underhand agreement,pu, are independent ofw.20 Ifwowu then it is optimal
to establish an underhand vertical agreement, which means that expected
profits become independent of w. Figure 1 also shows that profits with
vertical integration,pi, are higher thanwith anunderhand vertical agreement
but lower than when the port is not regulated, as shown in Result 2.
Figure 1 plots the profit function (2) which is continuous and strictly

increasing in the relevant range if the standard conditions that ensure strict
quasiconcavity hold. pc(w) peaks at w ¼ pm � s‘, ðwith pm ¼ argmax
ðp� s‘ � cÞqðpÞÞ, the fee that would be set by an unregulated, vertically
separated port. As is well known, the port can exploit all itsmonopoly power
by choosing w such that wþ s‘ ¼ pm.
Next assume that vertical integration is legal and the port vertically

integrates into shipping. Then it excludes competitors and monopolizes the

20They depend on the terms of the underhand agreement, which is independent of the fee w.
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shipping market. From the point of view of the integrated firm that
maximizes joint profits, the fee w is meaningless, so the profits of the
integrated firm, call them pi, are independent of w. Given Result 2, vertical
integration leads to productive inefficiency, and these profits are lower than
those of an unregulated, vertically separated port monopoly, i.e.,
piopc(wm). Now consider an underhand vertical agreement U. Since it is
even less efficient because it adds incentive-compatibility constraints (see the
next section), it follows that port profits, pu, must be even smaller than with
open vertical integration.21 Hence

pu<pi<pcðwmÞ:

Now, sincepc(c)5 0 andpc is increasing in the interval [c,wm], there exists a
threshold fee wiA(c, wm) such that

pcðwiÞ ¼ pi;

that is, wi is such that profits from C and I are the same. There also exists a
threshold fee wuA(c, wm) such that

ð3Þ pcðwuÞ ¼ pu;

with wuowi, since by the assumption that underhand vertical agreements
are costly, puopi. The following results are now apparent from Figure 1:

Figure 1

Port profits and market structure as a function of w.

21Another potential explanation for these inequalities is that sabotage of competitors is
illegal, and might be punishable, whether vertical integration is legal or not. (This point was
kindly suggested by the editor.)
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Result 3. When w is close enough to pm � s‘ the port strictly prefers C, a
competitive shipping market.

Result 4. If w is sufficiently low, the port will sabotage competitors and
monopolize the shipping market.

Result 5. A ban on vertical integration lowers the threshold fee fromw0 towu.

Result 3 shows that a competitive shipping market (C) is more attractive
than integration when the feew is higher than the threshold feewi. To follow
the intuition, assume thatw ¼ pm � s‘. In this case competitionweeds out all
inefficient shipping companies and the port makes the same profits as an
unregulated monopoly. By contrast, if the port chooses to monopolize the
shippingmarket, it incurs the inefficiencies of vertical integration. Thus ifw is
higher than the threshold fee, the port prefers competition. If the cargo
handling feew falls, competition in the shippingmarket transfersmore of the
efficiency gains to users via lower prices p, but this lowers profits for the port.
There is a value of the fee such that monopolizing the shipping market
becomes more attractive.22

Result 5 shows that banning vertical integration enlarges the range of
auction outcomes w such that the port chooses a competitive shipping
market. The reason is quite clear: an underhand agreement is not a perfect
substitute for legal vertical integration.
Welfare. Consider next welfare as a function of w. If the port chooses a
competitive shipping market C, aggregate welfare is

WcðwÞ �
ZqcðwÞ

0

DðqÞdq� ðcþ s‘ÞqcðwÞ;

i.e., total user surplus minus costs incurred by the port and efficient shippers.
Now dWcðwÞ=dw ¼ ½DðqcÞ � c� s‘�dqc=dw<0 forw>c; sinceDðqcÞ � wþ
s‘ > cþ s‘ and dq

c=dw<0:
On the other hand, both with legal vertical integration and underhand

agreements, welfare is independent of w. Call Wi welfare with vertical
integration and Wu with an underhand agreement. The following proposi-
tion characterizes welfare.

22 It should be noted that this result is almost a direct implication of a fundamental result in
the theory of vertical control due to Spengler [1950], who showed that an unregulated
monopoly that sells to a competitive downstream industry has no need to integrate vertically in
order to exploitmarket power. Since sabotage is ameans of increasing the downstreamprice, it
is not needed when the fee is set close enough to themonopoly level. In the context of regulated
industries this result has been noted recently by Beard et al. [2001], Sibley andWeisman, [1998]
and Bustos and Galetovic [2003], Corollary 3.8.
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Proposition 1.Wc(wm)4Wi4Wu. Thus, welfare is always higher when the
port chooses a competitive shipping market C.

Proof. An unregulated monopoly would charge w5wm, and competition in
shipping would ensure productive efficiency. On the other hand, if the port
legally integrates, it monopolizes shipping and, in addition, is productively
inefficient. It follows thatwelfaremust be lowerwith legal vertical integration.
Moreover, anunderhand agreement also leads tomonopolization, but is even
more inefficient because the agreement must be incentive compatible. Last,
dW(w)/dwo 0 for wA[c, wm], therefore welfare under C is always higher.

Proposition 1 implies that vertical integration and underhand agreements
reduce welfare. There are three sources of inefficiency. First, the standard
allocative inefficiency ofmonopoly, which is also presentwith anunregulated
market (i.e., when the port freely chooses wm and there is competition
downstream), but also with integration and underhand agreements. Second,
open vertical integration adds productive inefficiency. Third, an underhand
agreement adds incentive-compatibility constraints to the production
inefficiency. Figure 2 depicts welfare as a function of the cargo handling fee
given the (privately) optimal decision of the port. As long as wA[wu, wm] the
port chooses a competitive shipping market when vertical integration is
banned. Welfare increases as we move leftward and w falls; it reaches a
maximumwhenw5wu. The intuition is simple. In that range a lowerw leads
toa lower shipping feepandusers receivean increasing fractionof thebenefits
fromanefficient shippingmarket.When the cargohandling fee falls belowwu,
however, the port prefers U and the shipping market becomes a monopoly.
Welfare falls to Wu and becomes independent of w. Thus a ban on vertical
integration together with a floor at least as high as wu improves welfare.

Banning vertical integration may increase or decrease welfare, depending
onw.On theonehand, it enlarges the rangeofw’s forwhich theport chooses a
competitive shipping market. Obviously, as can be seen from Figure 2, in the
interval [wu, wi] they increase welfare. On the other hand, if w is too low,
banning vertical integration would not prevent monopolization and welfare
would fall even belowWi.

IV(ii). Auction Rules, Market Structure and Welfare

We have shown how the structure of the shipping market and the welfare
impact of the restrictions on vertical integration depend on the fee that wins
the auction. In this section we characterize the equilibrium in the auction.
We begin by considering the casewhere there is no floor (i.e.,w5 0). In this

case, minjwj4 0 cannot be an equilibrium, for then it pays to set w slightly
belowminjwjand receiveprofitswhichareat leastp

u4 0 if vertical integration
is prohibited and pi4 0 if vertical integration is allowed. Since neither pu nor
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pi depend on the fee whenw is low enough, competition drivesminjwj to zero.
Moreover, since monopoly profits do not depend on w, maxjGjopu cannot
be an equilibrium either. Hence, we have established the following result:

Result 6. (i) If w5 0 and vertical integration is banned, then in equilibrium
minjwj5 0 and maxjGj5 pu; (ii) if w5 0 and vertical integration is allowed,
then in equilibrium minjwj5 0 and maxjGj5 pi.

Result 6 shows that in a precise sense competition for the franchise can be
too intense. If there is no floor (w5 0), competition brings w down to the
range wheremonopolization becomes attractive. Similarly, whenwA[0,wu),
the auction leads to a fee of w and an underhand agreement becomes
inevitable. Thus, the auction inevitably leads to a monopolized shipping
market. While ex ante competition for the franchise extracts all expected
rents from bidders, Proposition 1 and Result 6 imply the following
somewhat surprising corollary, which is apparent from Figure 2:

Corollary 1. Ifwowu, then (i) welfare is lower thanwith an unregulated port
and (ii) a ban on vertical integration reduces welfare.

Simple inspection of Figures 1 and 2 shows that the regulator can domuch
better by setting a floor wXwu. Competition for the franchise will drive the

Figure 2

Welfare and Market structure A.
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cargo handling fee to w and the port will choose C, a competitive shipping
market.Any rents that theportmaymakewill be competedaway through the
lump sumpaymentG. These facts can be summarized in the following result:

Result 7. (i) If wXwu and vertical integration is prohibited, then in equili-
briumminjwj5w andmaxjGj5 pc(w); (ii) ifwXwi and vertical integration is
allowed, then in equilibrium minjwj5w and maxjGj5 pc(w).

Thus, a ban on vertical integration is welfare-increasing when combined
with a floor wXwu, because they allow the regulator to set a lower floor and
still avoid the monopolization of the shipping market. Alternatively, for a
given floor w, a ban on vertical integration makes it less likely that the
shipping market will be monopolized. In any case, Result 6 suggests that if
there is uncertainty about the true value ofwu, the regulator should err on the
safe side by setting a value of the floor w above wu.
A second implication of the preceding results, which is apparent from

Figure 1, is that the government obtains a higher lump sumpayment if it sets
a floor above wu than when shipping is monopolized through an underhand
agreement. For higher floors to the bid there is a tradeoff between revenue
andwelfare: a higher floorw yieldsmore revenue in the auction but decreases
welfare. It follows that the revenue generated in the auction is not necessarily
a good welfare indicator.

V. THE INEFFICIENCY OF UNDERHAND VERTICAL AGREEMENTS

Our main result in the previous section is that a ban on vertical integration
can improvewelfarewhen combinedwith a floor on the fee that firms can bid
in the auction for the port franchise. To derive this result we assumed that
underhand agreements added inefficiencies imposed by incentive-compat-
ibility constraints on top of the productive inefficiency of vertical
integration. In this section we model two sources of inefficiencies. The first
of these stems fromheterogeneous and unobservable costs of shipping firms.
The second is based on the inability of making legally binding underhand
agreements, which makes it easy to expropriate specific investments.

V(i). Cost Heterogeneity and Adverse Selection

The one-period model As described in section 2, there is a continuum of
shippers and each has low cost s‘ with probability l and high cost sh with
probability 1� l. The port operator approaches a single, randomly chosen
shipping company with a take-it-or-leave-it contract. After closing the
underhand agreement, the shipper learns her type which remains her
proprietary information (the time line of the contract is given in Figure 3).
Nevertheless, because the contract is underhand, we assume that the shipper
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will abandon it if not profitable.23 This implies the portmust give the shipper
her outside option in each of the two states to ensure her participation. For
this reason, the port’s problem is the same as when the shipper knows her
cost before contracting.
The only observable variable that can be used in the underhand contract is

the amount of cargo q that is handled through the port. Since the shipping
company belongs to one of two types, the best the port can do is to offer a
menu of contracts

Ai þ riqi;

i ¼ ‘; h where Ai is a fixed amount and ri is a per-unit fee which is different
from the fee w determined in the auction (the notation is summarized in
Table I). The revelation principle implies that the port will maximize its rent
by using a direct, incentive-compatible mechanism ðAi; riÞi¼‘;h to maximize

ð4Þ l A‘ þ ðr‘ � cÞq‘½ � þ ð1� lÞ Ah þ ðrh � cÞqh½ �

subject to

ð5Þ ðpi � si � riÞqi � Ai*0; i ¼ h; ‘

ð6Þ ðp‘ � s‘ � r‘Þq‘ � A‘*ðph � s‘ � rhÞqh � Ah;

ð7Þ ðph � sh � rhÞqh � Ah*ðp‘ � sh � r‘Þq‘ � A‘;

ð8Þ ðpi � si � riÞ þ qiD
0
i ¼ 0; i ¼ h; ‘;

where D0
i � D0(qi). The first pair of inequalities (5) represents the two

standard participation constraints. As mentioned earlier, the agreement is
illegal and the port must ensure the shipping company at least zero profits in
each state.24 The next pair of inequalities, (6) and (7), are standard incentive-

Port
contacts
shipper

Port
offers
contract

Shipper
accepts
contract

Shipper
learns
costs

Contract
is implemented

Figure 3

Time structure of the underhand game between port and shipper.

23Mas-Collel et al. [1995] uses adifferent approach: the assumption that the agent is infinitely
risk averse, so the principal must offer a contract that guarantees the outside option level of
utility.We believe that the approach of reneging on the contract if the shipper receives less than
the outside option is more realistic.

24 Since there is only one match in the game, in principle we have a bilateral monopoly. As is
standard in the literature, we allocate all bargaining power to the port. We should stress that
this is the worst case scenario for our analysis, since the loss to the port from an underhand
agreement is the lowest.
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compatibility constraints. The last equality (8) appears because the shipping
company is free to choose a price thatmaximizes hermonopoly profits given
it faces costs siþ ri.

We assume that l is low enough so that the port does want to ensure the
participation of the high-cost shipper.25,26 We also assume that there is no
recontracting, since thepaymentof thefixedandvariable feesare simultaneous
with production. Solving this problem leads to the following result:

Proposition 2. Let ðAu
i ; r

u
i Þi¼‘;h be the contract that solves (4) – (8); let (pi

u, qi
u)

ðpui ; qui Þi¼‘;h be the corresponding quantities and prices chosen by the shipping
company and P(qi

u) the combined profits. Moreover, let ðAi
i ; r

i
iÞi¼‘;h be the

full-information contract, the contract that the port would impose if it knew
the shipping company’s costs, ðpii ; qiiÞi¼‘;h the corresponding prices and
quantities andP(qi

i) the corresponding combinedprofits (that is the port’s plus
the shipper’s). Then

1. ru‘ ¼ c ¼ ri‘ and ruh ¼ cþ l
ð1�lÞ ðsh � s‘Þ>c ¼ rih;

2. pu‘ ¼ pi‘ and puh>pih;
3. Au

‘ <Pðqu‘Þ ¼ Pðqi‘Þ¼Ai
‘ andAu

h þ ðruh � cÞquh ¼PðquhÞ<PðqihÞ ¼ Ai
h:

Proof. See Appendix A.

Note that the full-information contract ðAi
i ; r

i
iÞi¼‘;h would replicate the

outcome obtained with legal vertical integration (hence the superscript i). If
the port could vertically integrate into shipping, it would expand operations
until the marginal increase in volume, which produces revenue pi þ qiD

0
i,

equals themarginal increase in costs, cþ si. Since r
i
i ¼ pii � si, we have c5 si,

i.e., there are no productive inefficiencies.
However, Proposition 2 shows that the ban on vertical integration reduces

port profits for tworeasons.First,when the shipper is high-cost theport sets a
per-unit charge of rh

u4 c, which distorts (optimally) the decisions of the high-
cost shipper. The distortion increases as l increases (see part 1 of Proposition
2). Second, when the shipper has low cost ru‘ ¼ c, it does not face a distortion.
Nevertheless, to ensure truthful revelation, the port must provide an
information rent to the shipper. Since sh> sl and ðpuh � sh � ruhÞquh � Au

h ¼ 0,
the low-cost shipper could make a profit

ðpuh � s‘ � ruhÞquh � Au
h*ðsh � s‘Þquh>0

25 These are contracts directed just at low cost firms, that extract all their rents.
26 The optimal underhand contract would be identical had we assumed that the shipper

knows her type before contracting. To understand why, note that if shippers know their cost
when contracting, participation constraints must bind in each cost state. In our model,
participation constraints must also bind in each cost state, because we assume that the shipper
can always abandon the underhand agreement. Since incentive compatibility constraints are
the same in both cases, the optimal truth-revelation contract is the same.
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by claiming that its cost is high. This sets a lower bound on the rent that the
low-cost shipper receives.
It can now be seen why the distortion imposed on the high-cost shipper

falls with l, the ex ante probability of a shipper being low-cost. When
designing the optimal contract, the port faces the following trade off: it can
pay a smaller (but incentive-compatible) information rent to the low-cost
shipper at the cost ofworsening the contract offered to the high-cost shipper.
For example, at one extreme, it could set ruh high enough to price the high-
cost shipper out of the market, which would allow him to leave no
information rent in the pockets of the low-cost shipper.At the other extreme,
it could set ruh ¼ c, but thiswould force him to give a large information rent to
the low-cost shipper. Thus the optimumdistortion depends on l. If l is close
to 0, then there is a high probability that the port will be matched to a high-
cost shipper, and it pays to distort little in the high-cost state and pay a large
information rent in the unlikely event that the shipper is low-cost; on the
contrary, if l is close to 1 then the distortion should be large and the
information rent small.27

We can now check whether puo pi. The port’s expected profits when
vertical integration is banned and the port closes an underhand agreement
U are

EipðAu
i ; r

u
i Þ ¼ lAu

‘ þ ð1� lÞPðquhÞ;

where p(A, r) are the port’s profits with an underhand agreement such that
the fixed fee is A and the per-unit fee is r. These profits are lower than the
profits of a vertically integrated port, viz.

EipðAi
i ; r

i
iÞ ¼ EiPðqiiÞ ¼ lPðqi‘Þ þ ð1� lÞPðqihÞ;

since Au
‘ <Pðqi‘Þ and P(qh

u)oP(qh
i ), as shown in Proposition 2.

It is also useful to compare aggregate welfare with vertical integration and
an underhand agreement. Let W(q) be aggregate welfare when q units of
cargo are handled, then

EiWðqui Þ � l
Z qi

‘

0

DðqÞdq� ðcþ s‘Þqi‘
� �

þ ð1� lÞ
Z qu

h

0

DðqÞdq� ðcþ shÞquh
� �

27Of course, this result is standard in the literature. See, for example, Dixit ([1990], example
9.2).
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and

EiWðqiiÞ � l
Z qi

‘

0

DðqÞdq� ðcþ s‘Þqi‘
� �

þ ð1� lÞ
Z qi

h

0

DðqÞdq� ðcþ shÞqih
� �

:

Clearly EiW(qi
u)oEiW(qi

i) since qh
uo qh

i . Moreover, when the port is
matched to a low cost shipping company, aggregate welfare under vertical
integration equals welfare under an unregulatedmonopoly and competition
in the shipping market.

A multiperiod extension As is standard, we assumed that the port credibly
commits to honor the underhand agreement. Nevertheless, the port may
want to renege on the implicit contract with the shipper and discard the
shipper after she has made the lump-sum payment A; or to seek another
partner after the high cost shipper reveals her cost. Reneging on the implicit
contract may not be costless: finding another partner may take time (there is
no guarantee that the next shipper will be low-cost), and, moreover, the
cheated shipper may blow the whistle about sabotage and underhand
agreements.

To model the possibility that the port can renege at some cost we assume
that it must wait a period of exogenous and arbitrary length t to change the
shipper with whom it established an underground agreement. Now assume
that the port acts as follows. At t5 0 the port offers an underhand contract
ðAi; riÞi¼‘;h, which lasts until t. If the shipper is revealed tohave lowcosts, the
port establishes a long-term agreement with the same shipper at t5 t and
extracts all the surplus in each following period (clearly this is optimal if
information is symmetric and the port has all the bargaining power).28 If, on
the other hand, the shipper is high-cost, the port has to wait until t5 t in
order to discard the shipper and offer the samemenu to another shipper; this
process goes on until the port finds a low-cost shipper. Note that, as in
Besanko, [1985], the high-cost shipper will behave exactly as in the one-
period model, because she has a one-period horizon before she is discarded.
On the other hand, as long as the contract ðAi; riÞi¼‘;h is incentive-
compatible, the low-cost shipper will reveal her information, because she
cannot gain by lying since acting as a high cost shipper implies that shewill be

28 This assumes that the port has all bargainingpower. In fact, a low cost shipper can threaten
to leave if not given a fraction of the rents, and this is costly to the port, which has to start
another search for a low cost shipper. Nevertheless, as we have mentioned before, giving all
bargaining power to the port goes against our main point of the relative disadvantage of
underhand integration, so the assumption does not bias our conclusions.
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discarded in the next period: incentive compatibility makes her indifferent
between telling her true costs and lying about them.
As before, let ðAi; riÞi¼‘;h be the underhand contract offered by the port,

but interpret it now as an instantaneous flow which is received during a
period of length t. Assuming that the continuous interest rate is r, the
present value of the port’s payoff if matched with a low-cost shipper isZ t

0

½A‘ þ ðr‘ � cÞq‘�e�rtdtþ
Z 1

t
Pðqi‘Þe�rtdt

¼ 1

r
ð1� dÞ A‘ þ ðr‘ � cÞq‘½ � þ dPðqi‘Þ

� �
;

with P‘ � Pðqi‘Þ and d � e� rt; that is, during the first period the port uses
the separating contract and from then on extracts all surplus from the low-
cost shipper. Letting V be the expected value of discounted profits with
discount factor d, we obtain the following Bellman equation:

V � max
fA‘;Ah;r‘;rhg

1

r
l ð1� dÞ½A‘ þ ðr‘ � cÞq‘� þ dPðqi‘Þ
� ��

þð1� lÞ ð1� dÞ½Ah þ ðrh � cÞqh� þ dV½ �g

subject to

ðp‘ � s‘ � r‘Þq‘ � A‘*0;

ðph � sh � rhÞqh � Ah*0;

ðp‘ � s‘ � r‘Þq‘ � A‘*ðph � s‘ � rhÞqh � Ah;

ðph � sh � rhÞqh � Ah*ðp‘ � sh � r‘Þq‘ � A‘;

ðp‘ � s‘ � r‘Þ þ q‘D
0
‘ ¼ 0;

ðph � sh � rhÞ þ qhD
0

h ¼ 0;

Asbefore, with probability l the port closes an underhand agreementwith
a low-cost shipper. With probability 1� l the shipper is high cost, in which
case the agreement lasts only one period of length t. The expected value of
discounted profits is then V again.
Note that from the point of view of the shipper the problem looks the same

as before: if the shipper is low-cost, it receives no rent after the first period and
if high-cost it will be discarded. For this reason, there is no ratchet effect.
Because the high-cost shipper is discarded in the second period, the low-cost
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shipping company’s payoff after the second period is zero regardless of her
first-period cost declaration. Hence, the shipping company faces the same
incentives and behaves exactly as in the one-period game. It follows that we
can replace the values obtained in the one-period game toobtain themodified
Bellman equation. Recall that Au

‘ ¼ ½Dðqu‘ Þ � s‘ � c�qu‘ � ðsh � s‘Þqu‘ �
Pðqu‘ Þ � ðsh � s‘Þqu‘ are the profits made by the port when contracting a
low-cost firm in the static game and Ah

u5 [D(qh
u)� sh� c]qh

u � P(qh
u) are the

profits when contracting with a high-cost firm. Replacing into the value
function we obtain

V ¼ l
r

ð1� dÞ½Pðqu‘ Þ � ðsh � s‘Þqu‘ � þ dPðqi‘Þ
� �

þ 1� l
r

ð1� dÞPðquhÞ þ ð1� lÞdV

which leads to the expression for the value function:

V ¼ r�1

1� ð1� lÞd fð1� dÞ½l½Pðqu‘ Þ � ðsh � s‘Þqu‘ �

þ ð1� lÞPðquhÞ� þ ldPðqi‘Þg;

Note that as t ! 1 (the port can never discard a shipper), d ! 0 and V
tends to

r�1 l½Pðqu‘ Þ � ðsh � s‘Þqu‘ � þ ð1� lÞPðquhÞ
� �

;

hence we replicate the one-periodmodel. It is only when periods become very
short (t ! 0) that d ! 1 and V tends to

r�1Pðqi‘Þ;

the value function is dominated by the profits of a low-cost shipping
company, Pðqi‘Þ. The reason is obvious: in the limit, when t ! 0, the port
discovers the type of the shipper immediately and can switch instantaneously
to another shipper, so the loss before finding an efficient shipper is zero.

Themost important conclusion is that whenever there is a cost to switch to
another shipping company (in this case, given by the time to switch), themain
conclusions of the imperfect information model continue to hold, and they
disappear only when the switching cost disappears altogether, i.e., when all
cost information is revealed immediately to the port. This also shows that the
relevance of this example rests on the assumption that changing the shipper
takes a non-trivial amount of time (t is not ‘too small’).

V(ii). Specific Investments and Shippers’ Opportunism

Assume again that there are high- and low-cost shippers, and that
efficient operations require investments in the port which are specific to a
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shipper.29 While many port assets are sunk and specific, ships are obviously
mobile. Since an underhand agreement is by definition an incomplete
contract, the shipping company may hold up the port by threatening to
leave unless its demands are satisfied, in which case, there is a probability
that the investments are inappropriate for the next shipper with which the
port tries to establish an underhand agreement. This implies that vertical
separation (induced by the restriction on vertical integration) reduces the
port’s rent because it leads to underinvestment. When the port is allowed to
vertically integrate into shipping, it may still be the case that its costs are
high, so even though investment is efficient, productive inefficiency remains.
If the port chooses a competitive shipping market, it invests in facilities
appropriate for low-cost shippers. Of course, as in the previous example, the
relative attractiveness of the different options depends on the cost of
switching shippers under either type of vertical integration.
Assume that, as before, the marginal cost of handling a unit of cargo is

constant, but it is a function of the amount invested by the port in site-
specific assets. Thus, marginal cost is a function c(Ii), with c0 4 0, c0 0 4 0,
where Ii is the amount invested in type i ¼ ‘, h capital. We assume that
investment in type i capital is useless for a type j 6¼i shipper. To simplify the
analysis, we assume that there is symmetric information.
Assume that the port invests Ii. Then ex-post total profits are

Pi ¼ ½p� si � cðIiÞ�q:

Clearly, regardless of how Pi is shared, it is optimal to set q equal to the
monopoly quantity. Moreover, since the contract is incomplete, any ex ante
sharing agreement is irrelevant. Thus we assume that after bargaining ex
post, the port captures a fraction aA(0, 1) of Pi. Then, whenever it is
matched to a type i shipper, it will invest

ð9Þ max
Ii

a½DðqÞ � si � cðIiÞ�q� Ii;

Solving this problem leads to the following result:

Proposition 3. Let Ii
u be the level of investment that maximizes (9) and pi(Iui )

the corresponding combined profits. Moreover, let Ii
i be the level of

investment that would have been chosen by a vertically integrated port (i.e.,
no opportunism) and pi(Ii

u) the corresponding combined profits. Then

(1) Ii
uo Ii

i;
(2) Pi(Ii

u)oPi(Ii
i).

29 For example, some shipping companies use Panamax or post Panamax ships, which are
extremely wide. These are loaded and unloaded most efficiently using cranes with very long
arms. Other companies use narrower ships that do not require such expensive cranes.
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Proof. Since q is chosen optimally for each Ii, the envelope theorem implies
that the first order condition of problem (9) is

�c0ðIui ÞqðIui Þ ¼
1

a
:

Now q and � c0 are decreasing in Ii (the optimal monopoly quantity
increases when costs fall and c0 0 4 0). Moreover

�c0ðI ii ÞqðI ii Þ ¼ 1:

Hence, Ii
uo Ii

i.
Part (2) follows trivially by noting that Ii5 Ii

i maximizes
[D(q)� si� c(Ii)]q� Ii.

Note that since the port has bargaining power ex ante, it will demand a pay-
ment from the shipping company. This payment can be at most Ai

u5 (1� a)
[D(qu)� si� c(Ii

u)]qu with qu5 q(Ii
u). Thus, its expected utility is at most

l ½Dðqu‘ Þ � s‘ � cðIu‘ Þ�qu‘ � Iu‘
� �
þ ð1� lÞ ½DðquhÞ � sh � cðIuh Þ�quh � Iuh

� �
This expected payoff is less than what the port would obtain if vertically
integrated, viz.

l ½Dðqi‘Þ � s‘ � cðI i‘Þ�qi‘ � I i‘
� �
þ ð1� lÞ ½DðqihÞ � sh � cðI ihÞ�qih � I ih

� �
:

Thus an underhand agreement is less attractive, which implies that a
competitive shipping market C becomes relatively more attractive, and
therefore requires a lower minimum price in the Demsetz auction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that banning vertical integration can help to restrain the
exercise of monopoly power over a franchised bottleneck monopoly, even
when the restrictions are not actively enforced. But to be effective,
competition for the franchise must not erode all post-auction rents, because
otherwise there is no incentive to operate the port competitively, and
underhand agreements become more attractive. We have shown this result
in the context of a standard asymmetric information model, as well as in a
model of specific investments and opportunism.
There are other reasons why underhand agreements are less efficient than

vertical integration. For example, consider a model in which there is a
positive possibility of detection of the underhand agreement, in which case,
the port is punished. This makes underhand agreements relatively less
attractive and our previous argument implies that vertical separation and
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competition can be achieved with a lower floor in the Demsetz auction,
increasing welfare.

VII. EPILOGUE

In several decisions, the Chilean appellate and supreme courts decided,
partly on the basis of the preceding reasoning, that the arguments of the port
authority for restrictions on vertical integration were reasonable, i.e., that
the limits to vertical integration wouldmake it less likely that themain ports
would be operated by monopoly shipping companies. After the delays
caused by the injunctions, the port authority was finally able to proceedwith
the auction of the main ports. There was a satisfactory number of
participants in the bidding process, including domestic and international
firms. The domestic shipping lines participated in joint ventures with foreign
specialists in port management.
The main franchises offered for bidding were Valparaı́so and San

Antonio, and in both cases theminimum fees were attained.30 Theminimum
fees were approximately 10% lower than the rates under the private, multi-
operator scheme. The three winning bids were offered by a company which
was 40% owned by the shipping company who had been the strongest
opponent of restrictions on vertical integration.However, by the rules of the
bidding process, the port authority awarded one of the ports (Valparaı́so) to
the runner up. In the end, the government received US$294 million for the
franchises sold in the first round, twice as much as expected (all participants
offered an upfront payment).
The results of privatization have been impressive: investment in specific

equipment and software surged, and transfer speeds increased substantially,
as can be seen for the case of the port of Valparaı́so in Table III. Similarly, in
two years (1999–2001), the speed of operations in the franchised section of
Chile’s main port, San Antonio, went up from 475 to 635 tons/hour, an
increase of 34%. Interestingly, the increased competitiveness of the auctioned

Table III

Valpara|¤ so:Time spent in loading andunloading (U/L) andtransfer

velocity

1999 2001 2002 (est.)

U/L Time (hrs) 45.0 26.3 21.0
Productivity (containers/hr) 25.5 43.7 54.8

Source: Empresa Puerto Valparaı́so. Loading and Unloading time refers to a Eurosal vessel with 1150 cargo

movements.

30 Two other relatively important franchises were also successful. However, in a second
round of auctions for smaller local ports, therewas less interest: onewas deserted (Arica), while
the other had only one bidder (Iquique).
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port terminals have led the operators in the non-franchised sections of the
ports to invest in equipment. Therefore, transfer speeds have increased
substantially inboth the franchisedandnon-franchised terminals at eachport.
The data on cargo concentration in the port of SanAntonio can be used to

evaluate the success of the approach used by the government. Table IV
shows that the fraction of the cargo thatwas transported by the shipping line
associated with the franchise holder, through the franchised port of San
Antonio, has not changed over time.
Our analysis has shown that the restrictions on vertical integration plus a

minimum per-unit charge for port operations make it less likely that the
winners will operate as port monopolies. The data for the Port of San
Antonio shows that the government appears to have been successful in
limiting the ability of the franchise holder to discriminate against other
shippers.

APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Let L be the Lagrangian associated to problem (4), and Zi, mi and ci, i ¼ ‘, h
be the positive multipliers associated with constraints (5), (6–7), (8),
respectively.
From the incentive-compatibility constraint (6) and the participation

constraint (5) for the high cost shipper it follows that

ðp‘ � s‘ � r‘Þq‘ � Al*ðph � s‘ � rhÞqh � Ah

> ðph � sh � rhÞqh � Ah

*0:

Hence, the participation constraint of the low-cost shipping company holds
with slack and Z‘ ¼ 0.31

Table IV

Cargo through the port of SanAntonio

Year Loaded Unloaded Total CSAV CSAV/Total (%) Herfindahl

2000 2,581,061 4,720,972 7,302,033 1,420,274 19.5 598
2001 2,121,989 4,390,419 6,512,408 994,736 15.3 617
2002 2,664,100 4,630,916 7,295,016 1,207,112 17.2 632
2003 1,271,770 1,458,949 2,730,726 485,978 17.8 766

Source: Original data from the state company Puerto de San Antonio, processed by the authors. Compañı́a

Sudamericana de Vapores (CSAV) is the holder of the franchised terminal at the port. Data for the year 2003 is

for the period January–May. Data for CSAV includes Linhas Brasileiras, a subsidiary.

31 The strict inequality in the derivation above assumes that qh4 0. As will become clear by
the end of the proof, this requires that the shipper’s optimal q for r ¼ cþ ½ðlÞnð1� lÞ�ðsh� s‘Þ
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Now, from the first order conditions for the Ai, it follows that

ð10Þ @L

@A‘
¼ l� m‘ þ mh ¼ 0;

ð11Þ @L

@A‘
¼ ð1� lÞ � Zh � mh þ m‘ ¼ 0:

Solving for l in (10), then substituting into (11) and rearranging yields
Zh5 1. Hence the participation constraint of the high-cost shipping
company binds-all rents are extracted from the high-cost shipping company.
Moreover, ifm‘ ¼ 0we havemh5 � lo 0, a contradiction.Hence m‘ >0 and
the incentive compatibility constraint for the low-cost firm is binding and the
firm is indifferent between behaving as a high- or low-cost firm.
Since Zh and m‘ are strictly positive, we have

ð12Þ Ah ¼ ðph � sh � rhÞqh;

ð13Þ A‘ ¼ ðpl � sl � rlÞql � ðsh � slÞqh;

where ðsh � s‘Þqh is the information rent appropriated by the low-cost
shipping company.
From (12) it follows that (7) is equivalent to

Al*ðpl � sh � rlÞql ;

which by (13) is equivalent to

ðsh � slÞðqh � qlÞ*0

and therefore to q‘*qh. In what follows, we ignore this constraint, solve the
port’s optimization problem and then show that the resulting values of q‘
and qh satisfy the constraint with strict inequality.
Using (12) and (13) to substitute for Ah and A‘, we can rewrite problem

(14) as

max
ðr‘;rhÞ

l ðp‘ � s‘ � cÞq‘ � ðsh � s‘Þqh½ � þ ð1� lÞðph � sh � cÞqhf g

subject to

ðpi � si � riÞ þ qiD
0
i ¼ 0;

i ¼ ‘; h. The first order conditions are

ð14Þ @L

@r‘
¼ l ðp‘ � s‘ � cÞ þ q‘D

0
‘

� � dq‘
dr‘

þC‘
@

@r‘
ðp‘ � s‘ � r‘Þ þ q‘D

0
‘

� �

¼ 0
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ð15Þ

@L

@rh
¼ ð1� lÞ½ðph � sh � cÞ þ qhD

0
h� � lðsh � s‘Þ

� � dqh
drh

þCh
@

@rh
½ðph � sh � rhÞ þ qhD

0
h� ¼ 0:

Given si, the shipping company’s first order conditiondefinesqias a function
of riwhich, by the secondorder conditions, is strictly decreasing. It follows that
we may differentiate with respect to ri the first order condition to obtain:

@

@ri
fpi � si � ri þ qiD

0
ig � 0:

Now p‘ � s‘ � c ¼ p‘ � s‘ � r‘ þ ðr‘ � cÞ. Hence, one can rewrite (14) as

lðr‘ � cÞ dq‘
dr‘

¼ 0

where, as mentioned above, dql=drl<0. Therefore we have ru‘ ¼ c. Doing a
similar substitution for (15) we obtain that

ð1� lÞðrh � cÞ � lðsh � slÞ½ � dqh
drh

¼ 0

with dqh/drho 0. Hence we have that

ruh ¼ cþ l
1� l

ðsh � slÞ>c:

It now is straightforward to see that qu‘ >quh. Also, trivially, the full
information contract that the port would impose is such that theAi’s extract
all rents and the ri’s equal marginal cost c. This concludes the proof of part
(1). Part (2) follows from part (1) and the fact that the qi’s are decreasing in
the ri’s and D0 o 0. Last, part (3) follows from the fact that the high-cost
shipping companypays adistorted fee per unit of cargohandled and the low-
cost shipping company appropriates the information rent.
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